
Artist Statements



What Is an Artist’s Statement?

1. A general introduction to your work, a body of work, or a specific project.
2. It should open with the work’s basic ideas in an overview of two or three sentences or a short paragraph.
3. The second paragraph should go into detail about how these issues or ideas are presented in the work.
4. Topics to consider including...

● Why you have created the work and its history.
● Your overall vision.
● What you expect from your audience and how they will react.
● How your current work relates to your previous work.
● Where your work fits in with current contemporary art.
● How your work fits in with the history of art practice.
● How your work fits into a group exhibition, or a series of projects you have done.
● Sources and inspiration for your images.
● Artists you have been influenced by or how your work relates to other artists’ work. 
● How this work fits into a series or longer body of work.
● How a certain technique is important to the work.
● Your philosophy of art making or of the work’s origin.



How
What medium is your work?

What specific techniques do you employ?

What
What ideas are you exploring?

What do you hope to convey to your viewer?

Why
Why is this work important to you? Why is it important to others?



What an Artist’s Statement is NOT:

● Pomposity, writing a statement about your role in the world.
● Grandiose and empty expressions and clichés about your work and views.
● Technical and full of jargon.
● Long dissertations or explanations.
● Poems or prosy writing.
● Folksy anecdotes about some important event in your life.
● Nothing about your childhood or family unless it is very relevant to your work.
● Not a brag fest or a press release.





For years I have been actively documenting my life and the lives of those around me, recording events and 
attempting to create order in a sometimes chaotic world. While my photographs focus on the personal, the 
familiar and the simply ordinary, the work strikes a balance between autobiography and fiction. Within the 
photographs physical distance is often manipulated to represent emotional distance. The casual glances 
people share can take on a deeper significance, and what initially appears subjective and intimate is quite 
often a commentary on the larger contours of life.

For me, the construction of panoramic photographs, comprised of various single images, acts as a visual 
language. Focal planes shift, panel by panel. This sequencing of photographs and shifting of focal planes 
allows me the luxury of guiding the viewer across the photograph, directing their eye; an effect which could not 
be achieved through a single image.

I continually aspire to represent the spaces we inhabit, relationships we create, and the objects with which we 
surround ourselves. I hope the messages the photographs deliver speak to the personal as well as the 
universal experience. I find the enduring power and the sheer ability of a photograph to express a thought, a 
moment, or an idea, to be the most powerful expression of myself, both as an artist, and as an individual. 

David Hilliard





























In Training

The series In Training (2004-2007) focuses on young, newly enlisted soldiers and their training 
environments. Many of these soldiers are in Pre-Basic or Basic Training, activities in which soldiers as 
young as seventeen may participate. These photographs are moments amidst the transformation from 
civilian teenager to fully trained soldier.

At the very beginning of training, the young privates tend to do things that a fully trained soldier would 
never do, such as dragging their feet or mumbling when addressing their superior. I am deeply struck by 
how young these soldiers are, by their physical vulnerability and by the gravity of what is asked of them. 
When I see these soldiers I often feel a great compassion for them, and my hope is that those viewing 
these photographs will approach each individual on a personal, human level.

The photographs in this series are made with a 4×5 camera on color negative film and printed as 30×40 
inch archival inkjet prints.

Claire Beckett

http://clairebeckett.com/in-training




























Mr. Jones, an elderly man in his late 80’s, lives in my neighborhood. He walks 
everywhere. He has no car and dislikes the municipal bus system. I occasionally 
ask him if he would like a ride to the grocery store or the doctor. Often, he politely 
declines, saying, “ No, I need the exercises.” Sometimes, near the end of the 
month he will stop by and ask to borrow $5-10 dollars “until I get my checks.” He 
always pays me back.
I like Mr. Jones. He’s a nice man. I like it that he dresses with great care. I think it’s 
a matter of self-respect with him. I admire his unwavering self-esteem. For the 
past year I have taken to stopping and making a photograph when I see him 
walking the town. I think he is secretly pleased.

Keith Carter





































In the sixteenth century, Hans Holbein the Younger, German court painter to the British Crown,  painted 
several imposing and regal portraits of Henry VIII.  Based on these portrait, the highly skilled artisans of  
Madame Tussaud wax museum re-created an absolutely faithful likeness of the king.  Using my own 
studies of the Renaissance by which the artist might have painted, I remade the royal portrait, substituting 
photography for painting.  If this photograph now appears lifelike to you, you should reconsider what it 
means to be alive here and now.

 

- Hiroshi Sugimoto



Henry VIII



Napoleon 
Bonaparte



Anne of Cleves



Fidel Castro



Diana, Princess of Wales



Yasser Arafat





When I first arrived in New York in 1974, I visited many of the city's tourist sites, one of which was the 
the American Museum of Natural History.  I made a curious discovery while looking at the exhibition of 
animal dioramas: the stuffed animals positioned before painted backdrops looked utterly fake, yet by 
taking a quick peek with one eye closed, all perspective vanished,and  suddenly they looked very real. I 
had found a way to see the world as a camera does. However fake the subject, once photographed, it's 
as good as real.
 

- Hiroshi Sugimoto

















The ramifications of the Industrial Revolution altered the global climate resulting in increased temperatures, 
rising waters, and climate refugees, along with an altering of the cultural climate via new inventions, such as 
photography, which served as witness and now a vehicle for awareness and activism by means of its earliest 
methods- the salted-paper photograph. Melt documents shifting climate through photographic activism 
drawing awareness to the changes via participatory art.

Part explorer, part documentarian, I travelled the earth via the internet and gathered satellite images. 
Unaltered, these images were printed in the 19th-c. salted-paper photographic process, documenting 
changing landscapes, which serve as both document and memory, engaging my transdisciplinary nature as 
artist, explorer, and scientist. These photographs provide a record of time and condition for locations 
historically cold and snow-laden. A selected number of the exhibition images are created to be ephemeral, 
unfixed, fading over the course of the exhibition, invoking this sense of change. These photographs on paper 
will fade when exposed to sunlight, like the snow of these mountainous regions, and we are left with only our 
memories of the place and a feeling. Viewers are invited and encouraged to revisit the fading landscapes to 
experience the disappearance over time.

DM Witman



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1MfOCF6Lgu9iP0OhqybvP--NG0-mYzBiB/preview




Sketching out ideas has never really worked for me.  I scribble a lot of notes, usually 
generating an idea from something I see at a terribly inconvenient time, like jury duty or 
driving my car. I like to mangle mediums into hybrid configurations, in which painting, 
sculpture, photography, and video merge and support one another. I improvise with 
mundane materials, strategically pulling strings of potential from the substrate, while 
consciously imposing motifs with surfacing identifiable representations that are layered into 
abstraction.  Materiality is essential to my process: enlisting phenomenological traces of 
tape, paint, lines, and object. I have developed a love for banal materials, obliterated or 
overexposed images culled from the internet, and deconstructed forms.  These 
accumulations coalesce object, image, and narrative into physical space.  My gestural 
impositions into the work are informed by art history, poking at the edges of possibilities that 
make an artwork sing. I look for the bizarre interactions of object and image, time and space 
to questions what constitutes one’s perception of the real.  

Doug Breault























This project was the first collaboration between writer Rebecca Solnit and photographers Byron Wolfe and Mark Klett. It followed from 
fieldwork done for separate books: River of Shadows, and Third Views Second Sights. The project began by investigating the original 
vantage points chosen by Eadweard Muybridge to make his Yosemite photographs in the 1870s. The work quickly evolved to include 
images from both the nineteenth and twentieth centuries made by other photographers whose work helped make Yosemite a national 
icon.

Yosemite in Time rephotographed single pictures made by well-known photographers Muybridge, Carleton Watkins, Ansel Adams and 
Edward Weston. Later the methods were expanded to combine several different photographs into a single image. The results could 
often combine nineteenth and twentieth century photographs into a single panoramic view. 

Fieldwork for this project was entirely analog and photos were captured via conventional film photography. But by brining computers 
and scanners into the field the digital portion of the work enabled the creation of larger panoramas that could connect pictures made at 
different times. The project described Yosemite as a place of “high image density” in which large numbers of photographs have been 
made at certain locations over an extended period. These pictures can be organized and combined digitally to represent overlapping 
layers of time, extended views and revealing cultural stories. 

In the book Yosemite in Time, the photographs were presented alongside text that explores Muybridge, the history of Yosemite with its 
native population, and the changes in perception of a place that has become known the world over through its photography. Yosemite 
National Park had been considered by many artists to be restricted by its visual past. The yosemite in Time project was an attempt to 
reopen the park to new visions by reexamining the old. 





























































Why I Work The Way I Work

Every time I make a photograph, I become a documentary photographer. If you see my arms coming up from under the snow, I am 
under the snow.

I treat the medium the same way a street shooter does. What happens in front of my camera happens in reality. There are no double 
exposures, no digital manipulations.

But I also look at the world through the mind. "What happens inside your mind can happen inside a camera." It is the line I wrote as a 
copywriter for a camera campaign before becoming a photographer.

Instead of giving expression to the world's outer appearances and perplexities, I have wished to explore the inner world of our fears, 
hopes, and desires in an attempt to make communion with the one world we inhabit.

Just as rocks and trees have not changed much over time, so our bodies are not much different today than they were five hundred years 
ago; hands, fingers, toes, all those basic things are essentially the same.

For thirty years now I have been engaged with this single idea: to use my own body as a means of expressing our relationship to nature.

As Georges Braque put it: "Out of limitations, new forms emerge." To know what it is that we want to do, Braque was saying, we had to 
know what it was we did not want to do, what it was we would never allow ourselves to do. For me, it was the documentary nature of 
photography that provided the discipline.

After that, it was simple. "Art is risk made visible" is another line I wrote, much later in life when I understood better just how difficult it 
could be.

Arno Rafael Minkkinen























DOMESTICATED

My photographs serve as modern dioramas of our new natural history. Within these scenes I explore our paradoxical relationship with the 

"wild" and how our conflicting impulses continue to evolve and alter the behavior of both humans and animals. We at once seek connection 

with the mystery and freedom of the natural world, yet we continually strive to tame the wild around us and compulsively control the wild 

within our own nature. Within my work I examine the primal issues of comfort and fear, dependence and determination, submission and 

dominance that play out in the physical and psychological encounters between man and the natural world. Increasingly, these encounters 

take place within the artificial ecotones we have constructed that act as both passage and barrier between domestic space and the wild.

The photographs in this series are constructed based on real stories from local newspapers and oral histories of intentional and random 

interactions between humans and animals. The narratives are set in and around Matamoras, a small town in Northeast Pennsylvania that 

borders a state forest.

Amy Stein

































The Dutch proverb “a Jan Steen household” originated in the 17th century and is used today to refer to a home in disarray, 
full of rowdy children and boisterous family gatherings.  The paintings of Steen, along with those of other Dutch and 
Flemish genre painters, helped inspire this body of work.  I am the oldest of nine children and now the mother of three.  As 
Steen’s personal narratives of family life depicted nearly 400 yrs. ago, the conflation of art and life is an area I have explored 
in photographing the everyday life of my family and the lives of my sisters and their families at home.  These images are 
both fictional and auto-biographical, and reflect not only our lives today and as children growing up in a large family, but 
also move beyond the documentary to explore the fantastic elements of our everyday lives, both imagined and real.

The stress, the chaos, and the need to simultaneously escape and connect are issue that I investigate in this body of work.  
We live in a culture where we are both “child centered” and “self-obsessed.”  The struggle between living in the moment 
versus escaping to another reality is intense since these two opposites strive to dominate.  Caught in the swirl of soccer 
practices, play dates, work, and trying to find our way in our “make-over” culture, we must still create the space to find 
ourselves.  The expectations of family life have never been more at odds with each other.  These issues, as well as the 
relationship between the domestic landscape of the past and present, are issues I have explored in these photographs.  I 
believe there are moments that can be found throughout any given day that bring sanctuary.  It is in finding these moments 
amidst the stress of the everyday that my life as a mother parallels my work as an artist, and where the dynamics of family 
life throughout time seem remarkably unchanged.  As an artist and as a mother, I believe life’s most poignant moments 
come from the ability to fuse fantasy and reality:  to see the mythic amidst the chaos.

Julie Blackmon































For me, the artistic process is an act of investigation – a passionate attempt to establish an 
understanding of the natural world – a version that incorporates both intellectual and emotional 
comprehension which are sometimes incompatible, and distill them into a visual language of images 
where they can be contemplated. 

Making images of these things is a natural extension of being fascinated, touch, or intrigued by 
them. This process of seeing, and recording transforms me. It is how I express wonder and love, a 
form of dedication. It is also a record of my life and my desire to connect myself to all other things, 
the acknowledgement of a search for explanation, for meaning and significances, a primal longing 
to grasp things which are unknowable. 

I begin with a silver photographic image, evidence. Then I paint on this in many transparent layers 
of oil paint and pencil. If I am lucky the media combing, and become enmeshed, a curious union of 
what was real with my own painterly exaggerations and embellishments, so I can show how 
beautiful it all is — the light, the form, the texture and color, because I am a sensualist and this is 
my deepest pleasure, my lovely addiction.

Kate Breakey



























 











Pulling is a series that depicts women, as a strong and powerful center. It 
represents women as a monument, breaking away from how we perceive the 
female body. Drifting from the sensual and sexualized femme fatale, I explore 
through the body concepts of strength and power. The hair symbolizes the 
physical vigor and virility within the action of pulling. Inner and outer forces that are 
constantly dragging them, but make them stay firm. It is a body of work that offers 
landscapes as bodyscapes and bodyscapes as landscapes, a journey in which the 
concepts progress from one frame to another. An unsexualized depiction, that 
gives importance to a woman’s cycle of growth, knowledge, strength and struggle.

Alicia Rodriguez Alivisa













































In looking for a new project I decided to challenge myself with some exercises. I went to a Minneapolis 
dog park with both medium format and 35mm gear, againusing black and white film, in an effort to make 
some studies of Great Danes in motion. What started as a focus on these large and loping animals 
evolved into photographs of dogs in all sizes running and rolling, growling and even laughing.  For three 
years I returned to Lake of the Isles dog park in Minneapolis and Tompkins Square Park dog run in New 
York City's East Village, collecting the images that would become my second book, Dog Run (Viking 
Studio 2008).  A reviewer from the Toronto Globe and Mail called the book "perhaps the least sentimental 
book of dog photos ever printed."  In light of my continuing effort to make unique and personal 
photographs, even of much-photographed topics, this review made me quite happy.

Michael Crouser















































I have always been haunted by these places, thinking of all the broken lives, and 
how they mirrored my own unstable childhood. When I made these images I was 
interested in places that were ultimately about people. Homes and home loans are 
at the heart of our seriously troubled economic situation. Walls do talk. I hope 
these images get at this state we are in, in their own quiet way.

Todd Hido




